Remanufacturing of turbine blades by laser direct deposition with its energy and environmental impact analysis
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A B S T R A C T
Laser direct deposition provides an attractive and cost effective means for repairing or remanufacturing high value engineering components. This study demonstrates the successful repair of defective voids in turbine airfoils based on a new semi-automated geometric reconstruction algorithm and a laser direct deposition process. A Boolean difference between the original defective model and the final reconstructed model yields a parameterized geometric representation of the repair volume. The experimental results of this method demonstrate the effectiveness of laser direct deposition in remanufacturing and its potential to adapt to a wide range of part defects. A Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) on the energy and environmental impacts by remanufacturing is also presented.

1. Introduction

Sutherland et al. (2003) presented that rising concerns over escalating emissions, resource depletion, and other environmental issues have led to an increased emphasis on the design and manufacturing of environmentally benign products. Consequently, Ramani et al. (2010) describes that remanufacturing has emerged as a promising practice to reduce the environmental impact of products by extending their lifespan and thus precluding the need for consistent replacements that are costly in terms of both energy consumption and financial expenditure. Its value can be understood by analyzing the results of a recent study conducted by the Department of Defense, which evaluated used components worth over $100M in the Corpus Christi Army Depot to be amenable to repair and a new life through laser-based remanufacturing according to Hedges and Calder (2006).

Aerospace and automotive components are susceptible to wear and damage over time. Many of these components reach their “end of life” stage prematurely due to limitations prevalent in over-hauling techniques. This problem arises due to the fact that most of such components use high strength alloys, which help achieve good thermo-mechanical properties but also present challenges in manufacturing. Such materials require special tooling and consume a significant amount of energy during manufacturing processes.

This cost is further exacerbated by the high financial expenditure associated with purchasing the necessary raw materials and conducting requisite manufacturing processes. Consequently, a cost effective and efficient repair process is necessary to remanufacture such damaged components.

Teams of researchers, Grant and Tabakoff (1975) and Antony and Goward (1988), indicated that damage in high valued metallic components is often found in the form of cavities or voids in the material. As the material degrades or the critical dimensions of the component no longer match the specified dimensions required for efficiency, the performance of the component also diminishes. After remanufacturing, these components can regain all of their efficiency, or regain even more, by incorporating more advanced materials or by adapting to the improved design.

In the past there have not been any good methods to remanufacture these kinds of voids or cracked parts in a cost effective manner as described by Zhang et al. (2002) and Bonacorso et al. (2006). Traditionally welding has been the primary method used to restore shape and functionality of damaged aerospace and automotive components. The welding process is often very manual and tedious. Gas Tungsten arc welding (GTAW) is one example of the welding repair processes. Eiamsa-ard et al. (2005) showed that the bonding between the filler material and the damaged part provided by GTAW is poor and unreliable for high performance mechanical parts. Other problems related to GTAW are its incompatibility with a wide range of advanced materials and the high operating temperatures (up to 5500 °C) that can be detrimental to the parts being repaired. Furthermore, manual welding repair
Computer aided design (CAD) systems that provide a system of the product's past performance, its weakness can be strengthened and design improvements can be incorporated into its current framework. Furthermore, Michaud and Llerena (2006) presented that remanufacturing also cuts down the cost for waste disposal, since it builds upon the non-damaged portion, which is close to its final form, and thus requires only a fraction of material processing. Consequently, remanufacturing by accurate additive processes will enable industries to save energy and material, and contribute towards sustainable design and manufacturing.

The advancements made in additive manufacturing technologies have provided a strong prospect for the automation of the aforementioned repair process with a significant increase in the accuracy of the final repair. One of such promising material additive processes is laser direct deposition (LDD) or laser engineered net shaping (LENS®). LDD has been commonly used in rapid prototyping of fully dense parts by Dutta et al. (2011). Such deposition systems are combined with computer numeric control (CNC) and computer aided design (CAD) systems that provide a flexibility, which lends itself to many different remanufacturing applications.

Since a part begins to wear after a number of cycles of operation, the original CAD model may not reflect the geometry of the worn part. In addition there are occasions when the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) does not choose to remanufacture their own products as described by Gutowski et al. (2011). In these scenarios third-party remanufacturing firms are left to break down and reverse engineer the products without the aid of the original CAD model. When an accurate 3-dimensional (3D) model is not available, a reverse engineering process is required in order to reconstruct a geometric representation. Here, a 3D digitized mesh of the defective part and a surface reconstruction algorithm are applied to define parameter representation, which enables manipulation of the surface geometry. Consequently, the geometric models of the defective part are amenable to a “virtual repair” process, which further enhances the quality of the actual repair.

Presently, LDD remanufacturing methods for high value metal components are inadequate. There has been a lot of focus on seamlessly moving from the digital data to a tool path used by the laser direct deposition machine, but few have discussed ways to increase the performance of the product while still accurately reconstructing the missing geometry. Gao et al. (2008) and Yilmaz et al. (2005) have focused on automating the repair of a specific type of component such as turbine blades. Bremer (2005) and Gao et al. (2010) addressed a more general repair solution for any geometry type. Yilmaz et al. (2010) automated the process of digitizing and meshing, and reconstructed the geometry from a digitized polygonal model using non-uniform rational b-splines (NURBS).

In this study laser direct deposition is employed to restore a damaged turbine blade. A previously developed algorithm by Piya et al. (2011) is used to reconstruct a model of a defective region of the turbine blade airfoil. This algorithm uses the Sectional Gauss Map concept to extract Prominent Cross Sections (PCS) from a mesh object. The PCS extracted from a defective airfoil mesh is thus utilized to facilitate semi-automated reverse engineering and geometric reconstruction of a component with complex geometry. The accuracy of these results is compared to a reference model generated entirely in a CAD system. Strength tests were carried out to validate the strength of the repair. Finally, a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is performed on the LDD process, and the environmental impact results are compared between the LDD-based remanufacturing of a turbine blade and complete blade replacement.

2. Prominent Cross Section (PCS)

To facilitate accurate tool path generation for the LDD process, a geometric model of the repair volume must be available. This section describes the algorithmic theory behind the PCS and its use in extracting a parameterized CAD model of the repair volume. Sellamani et al. (2010) introduced a PCS at a point on the surface of a solid object, which is defined as the cross-section of the local sweep segment passing through that point. Fig. 1 illustrates two PCS (C1 and C2) corresponding to two seed points (P1 and P2) in a hyperboloid CAD model. Here, both PCS are part of the same sweep segment and lie normal to the sweep direction. A PCS at a point is obtained through a series of iterative steps, each entailing the following steps:

1. Slicing the CAD model by a cutting plane that passes through the given seed point. The orientation of the cutting plane in the first iteration lies along the maximum curvature direction and the surface normal at the seed point.
2. Extracting normal vectors of all mesh facets that intersect with the cutting plane.
3. Generating a Sectional Gauss Map by plotting the normal vectors into a unit sphere. The points of intersection between these vectors and the unit sphere are referred to as the Sectional Gauss Map data.
4. Obtaining a new and refined cutting plane orientation through the least squares method applied on the Sectional Gauss Map data. This orientation will be applied to the cutting plane of the ensuing iteration.

This iterative process is repeated until the angular difference between cutting planes of two consecutive iterations (error value) falls below a user-defined threshold. The curve of intersection between the final cutting plane and the CAD model yields the PCS at that particular seed point. Furthermore, to enhance the robustness of the method, the same iterative process is carried out at the given

![Fig. 1. Prominent Cross Sections on a hyperboloid.](Image)
seed point with a cutting plane aligned along the minimum curvature direction and the surface normal. Consequently, for each seed point we end up with two PCS. Empirical results have indicated that the final cutting plane with a lower error value provides a more accurate PCS amongst the two. Fig. 2 illustrates the iterative process involved in PCS generation at a given seed point P.

Fig. 3 illustrates the extraction of PCS from the non-defective region of an airfoil that has a chunk missing from its body. The following sections will describe the use of the PCS to reconstruct a virtually repaired model from which the geometric representation of the repair volume can be extracted. For detailed information on this process, refer to Pya et al. (2011).

3. Experimental procedures

This section is broken into 2 parts; the first part shows the geometry reconstruction process and the second part shows the procedure for tensile testing of an aerospace superalloy. For the reconstruction portion, the focus was on the geometry and not the material.

3.1. Reference model construction

A turbine blade was selected as the part to be restored to demonstrate the proposed geometric reconstruction methodology. A repair scenario was set up by constructing a SS316L turbine blade with a missing section in the tip area by means of laser direct deposition as shown in Fig. 4. Hamed et al. (2006) indicate that turbine blade damage commonly occurs in the tip portion of the blade. This damage can affect the performance of the entire engine. Because of defects and distortions, each blade is unique. It is critical that the damaged area be accurately reconstructed or safety and performance may be compromised.

Typically, the damaged blade is scanned and digitized into a point cloud, which is then transformed into a meshed representation comprising triangular facets that collectively provide the net shape of the blade. For this study, a mesh of an existing turbine blade with a user induced experimental defect was used to construct the repair volume. As a result the point cloud acquisition procedure for tensile testing of an aerospace superalloy. For the reconstruction portion, the focus was on the geometry and not the material.

3.2. Blade restoration

The experiments were carried out on an Optomec LENS® 750, equipped with an IPG fiber laser (CW, TEM00), which has a maximum power capacity of 500 W and a maximum work envelope of 300 × 300 × 300 mm. Experiments were run with a laser spot size of 600 μm with an approximate distance of 9.5 mm between the bottom of the powder spray nozzles and the top of the part target surface. Stainless Steel 316L powder with the average size of 44 μm was used as the material in the experiment to show the geometry reconstruction method and due to its low cost and availability. The system is equipped with an argon environment to prevent any oxidation and chemical reactions during deposition. Each layer consisted of a contour deposition step and hatch deposition step. At the end of each layer the Z height was adjusted automatically according to the layer spacing parameter and the hatch angle was rotated. The hatch angle was set to 0, 45, 90 and 135°, returning to the original hatch orientation after every 5 layers. A schematic illustrating the laser direct deposition is shown in Fig. 6 and all the operating parameters are listed in Table 1.

With the “virtually” repaired model, a tool path was generated for each repair. From the tool paths, two 61 mm blades were built using the LDD process. The blades were built with a defective region and were used for experimental repair. The first blade was repaired using repair geometry that was extracted from a nominal reference (non-defective) model by separating the required repair area from its main body with a set of planar surfaces as shown in Fig. 7. Such repair is only valid in cases where a nominal model is available. The second blade was repaired using repair geometry produced from the PCS method described in the previous section. This repair provides its value in cases where a nominal model is not present, and the repair needs to be based on the geometry of the existing non-defective region.

3.3. Tensile testing

Two cylindrical tensile samples were built with laser direct deposition to determine the strength of LDD repaired parts. A

---

![Fig. 2](image-url). Optimizing a cutting plane at point P with Sectional Gauss: (a) initial cross section along normal and maximum curvature directions at point P; (b) initial Sectional Gauss Map, (c) cross section after few iterations, (d) Sectional Gauss Map at that iteration, (e) final PCS.
nickel-based superalloy (Nistelle 625 from Deloro Stellite®) with a powder size of 90 μm/45 μm was used, which has a weight % composition of Ni-bal Fe-5 C-0.1 Cr-21.5 Mn-0.5 and Mo-9. This material was selected based on its high performing properties and extensive use in aerospace applications. Dimensions of the specimen were made according to the ASTM E8 standard for round samples with an extended reduced cross section to accommodate a 2-inch extensometer. Laser power was set to 300 W with the scanning speed at 13.12 mm/s. Powder flow was 12.5 g/min and hatch/layer spacing was 0.46 and 0.30 mm respectively. The first specimen was built the full height (128.5 mm) and the second specimen was initially built to approximately half the total height (65 mm). One hour was allotted to allow for complete cooling and then the top surface of the second specimen was ground with a hand file until the surface was flat and shiny. Finally, the remaining portion of the build was completed.

Final machining was done on a Haas SL10 CNC lathe to obtain the final shape and the location of the repair was maintained in the center of the specimen. Tensile testing was performed on a Sintech 30/D MTS machine. The machine possessed a load capacity of 100 kN (22,000 lbf). The grips were wedge shaped and the clamping force was adjusted manually. A strain rate of 1 mm/min was used to fracture the two samples.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. PCS accuracy

A distance analysis tool inside of CATIA™ V5 Free Form workbench was utilized for demonstrating the accuracy of the reconstruction. In this analysis, the PCS repair geometry was aligned with the appropriate corresponding region of the reference model. A statistical distribution was calculated to determine the locations in

![Fig. 3. Extracting PCS from the non-defective regions of an airfoil.](image1)

![Fig. 4. Damaged turbine blade built with laser direct deposition.](image2)

![Fig. 5. Process for generating a parameterized geometric model required for LDD based defect repair: (a) acquire point clouds and generate mesh, (b) extract PCS from non-defective region and extrapolate missing section, (c) reconstruct repaired model in CATIA™, and (d) extract Boolean difference between (a) and (c) to obtain the repair volume.](image3)
the repair geometry with the greatest deviation. The maximum deviation from the nominal model was 0.145 mm with most of the deviation less than 0.030 mm, which is within the aerodynamic profile tolerance (0.050 mm) of a turbine blade according to Bunker (2009). Since the strength of the PCS algorithm depends on the appropriate distribution of mesh density across the model: regions with a rapid change in shape require more facets for accurate representation. For example, the trailing edge has a high degree of curvature, thus accuracy on the trailing edge is less than that of the concave side of the blade with less curvature. Greater accuracy can be achieved by exporting a finer mesh from the CAD system.

Due to the fact that the PCS repair geometry was derived from splines some additional error may have been introduced. Mohaghegh et al. (2010) indicates that the geometry of the airfoil is usually reconstructed with arcs rather than splines. Splines can have many degrees of freedom and make optimization more complicated. There is a combined effect from having excessive control points in the spline and excessive PCS that caused the repair section to have fluctuations.

4.2. Laser direct deposition build

Fig. 8 shows the results of the two LDD repairs compared to the nominal case. The total build time for the nominal and PCS repair was 14 min and 18 min respectively. The total repair volume was 770.2 mm$^3$ and had a mass of 5.9 g, which comprised 5.1% of the total volume. Due to the nature of the geometry, with each $z$ increment, layers required more tracks and time to fill the missing area. The area of the first layer was 70.25 mm$^2$ increasing to 162.62 mm$^2$ on the 18th layer. As shown in Fig. 9 the total height of the repair is somewhat greater than the height of the non-repaired portion. Height differences occur due to tolerance capabilities in the LENS$^\text{®}$ system. A slight overbuild was necessary to account for these differences and excess material is later machined as a post LDD process. The final geometric tolerance was within 150 μm, while the majority of the restored part was within 30 μm of the desired geometry. This demonstrates that the LDD process can restore the shape to the near net-shape, requiring virtually little secondary machining.

4.3. Registration and alignment

Even though consistent coordinate systems were maintained throughout the process, a different origin point must be defined in the LDD tool path software. The tool path software automatically calculates the geometric bounding box of the input geometric model. Regardless of where the geometry resides in the CAD system the start point is determined to be 2.54 mm from the minimum X and minimum Y coordinates.

Fig. 10 demonstrates how the origin point is determined by showing the 2 layers with the minimum coordinate values in the x direction (Layer 240) and the y direction (Layer 1). Because the blade twists, the minimum x is found on the top of the blade and minimum y is found on the first layer of the blade. Consequently, a new repair model with the same overall dimensions as the undamaged model was constructed. This was done by building a bounding box around the reconstructed turbine blade model and extruding a solid up to the bottom of the repair surface as shown in Fig. 10.

4.4. Tensile testing

The as-deposited properties of the tensile samples at room temperature were within the range found from experimental data of other laser additive builds of Nistelle 625 (Inconel 625) as seen in Table 2. Both the repair sample and the undamaged sample had an ultimate strength and yield strength that was consistent with annealed bar.

Both samples broke near the upper grip away from the central repaired region. Repair performed by LDD was just as strong as the original material. These tests furthered strengthened the use of LDD for remanufacturing.

4.5. Environmental impacts of remanufacturing by LDD

As with other manufacturing processes, a considerable portion of the environmental impacts stems from the amount of energy required by the manufacturing process according the EPA (2009)

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Nominal repair volume</th>
<th>PCS repair volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Layers</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning speed (mm/s)</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatch spacing (mm)</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>0.457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer Spacing (mm)</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder flow rate (g/min)</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser power (W)</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cycle time (min)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 6. A schematic of the laser direct deposition.**

**Fig. 7. Process for generating a repair volume required for laser direct deposition: (a) construct damaged region with extruded surface, and (b) extract repair volume by splitting the airfoil body with the extruded surface.**
and Franco et al. (2010). In order to quantify this impact, a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) was performed. LCA considers the environmental impacts of a product or a process over its lifetime (cradle-to-grave) or over multiple lifetimes (cradle-to-cradle). A comparative LCA was conducted between the environmental impacts of remanufacturing a damaged blade by the LDD process and creating a new blade by means of investment casting. Key assumptions for the study are that the lifetime and performance of the repaired blade are the same as a new blade. The scope of the LCA includes the inputs and outputs of the LDD and investment casting processes assumed to be most significant in regards to environmental impact. For LDD, the steps of cleaning the work part, digitizing the repair area, reconstructing the CAD model, and qualification were not included in the study due to the relatively small impact these steps have in comparison to the actual metal deposition phase.

Fig. 11 shows the system boundaries for both portions of the study. The system boundaries of the laser direct deposition process do not consider the pre-processing step including cleaning and pre-machining the repair surface. The inputs to the system are the damaged blade, metal powder, argon and electricity. The system boundaries for the investment casting process include all of the energy used to form the patterns and mold, melt out the pattern, and fire the mold. In addition, the energy to process the raw metal used in the casting process is included. The use of wax, plastic, binders, and refractory slurry and grain is excluded due to the relatively small impact of these materials on the carbon footprint of the process.

For this particular study the functional unit, a unit used as a reference for the environmental impacts of the process, is defined as one operational turbine blade made of a nickel alloy. This corresponds with the amount of material used in the theoretical application of LDD to repair a 95.6 cm³ section on a 30.5 cm (12 inch) turbine blade compared with fabricating a new blade of equal size. The mass of the blade and the mass of the repair presented in this study are 15.6 kg and 0.78 kg respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Ultimate tensile strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Yield strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Elongation (%)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annealed bar</td>
<td>841</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Griffith (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENS</td>
<td>938</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>LENS (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENS</td>
<td>931</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Griffith (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser consolidation</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Xue and Islam (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser rapid manufacturing (LRM)</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Paul et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRM</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Ganesha et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLS + HIP</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Santos et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENS repair</td>
<td>793</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENS undamaged</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The lifecycle inventory (LCI) was completed using Simapro 7.1, the Ecoinvent 2.0 database, and published government reports. For the LDD process, the amounts of argon and metal powder consumed were calculated using material consumption models derived from deposition builds previously mentioned in this paper. The energy consumed was calculated based on average usage data from the manufacturer. The system uses an IPG Photonics fiber laser with a wall plug efficiency of over 25% and a PC41 chiller rated at 3.6 kW. All auxiliary components of the laser system were considered including; the controls system, vacuum pump, and powder feeder motor. Because cycle time and actual repair energy usage vary based on laser input parameters, energy calculations for the LDD process considered a range of operating conditions. It was assumed that 40% of the powder was wasted and could not be recovered and that argon was consumed at 560.7 L/h. The energy requirements to remelt and atomize the metal were calculated using data shown by Morrow et al. (2007). The entry for NiCr20-Co18Ti was used as it closely represented the composition of super alloys used to make modern turbine blades. Heat treatment for this material requires a two-stage treatment, the first stage is held for 8 h at 1079 °C and then 16 h at 699 °C. Energy required for heat treatment was calculated based on the energy necessary to heat treat 1 kg of steel for 1 h, and finishing (blasting, chipping and grinding) operation was calculated based on Margolis et al. (1999). The finishing stage takes into account the cutting or trimming of flashing, gates or risers after the casting process is complete. A list of values used for the LCI for the LDD process is shown in Table 3.

The data used for the LCI of the investment casting was taken from a 1999 report published by the United States Department of Energy on the metalworking industry by Margolis et al. (1999). This

![Fig. 11. System boundaries for the both processes.](image)

Table 3
Operating parameters and material/energy flows within the scope of the study for laser direct deposition for a 5% blade volume repair.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Life cycle inventory (LCI)</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>kg CO₂ eq</th>
<th>Energy (MJ)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Eco-invent entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metal in bar stock form</td>
<td>1.09 kg</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>304.8</td>
<td>Calculated</td>
<td>NiCr20Co18Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder production</td>
<td>1.09 kg</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>Margolis et al. (1999)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argon</td>
<td>16.67 kg</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>Calculated</td>
<td>Argon, crude, liquid, at plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 W-laser direct deposition system</td>
<td>17.8 h</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>114.6</td>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning/finishing</td>
<td>0.78 kg</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>Margolis et al. (1999)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>101.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>1610.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Operating parameters and material/energy flows within the scope of the study for investment casting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Life cycle inventory (LCI)</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>kg CO₂ eq</th>
<th>Energy (MJ)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Eco-invent entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metal in bar stock form</td>
<td>16.4 kg</td>
<td>341.8</td>
<td>4586.7</td>
<td>Calculated</td>
<td>NiCr20Co18Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Casting</td>
<td>16.4 kg</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>286.7</td>
<td>Morrow et al. (2007)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat treatment</td>
<td>15.6 kg</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>133.2</td>
<td>Calculated</td>
<td>Heat treatment, hot impact extrusion, steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning/finishing</td>
<td>15.6 kg</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>Margolis et al. (1999)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycling of damaged blade (credit)</td>
<td>15.6 kg</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>Calculated</td>
<td>Iron scrap, at plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>366.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>5036.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A detailed report gives the energy requirements in the form of electricity and natural gas to produce a good casting. It should be noted that this report takes data applicable for the investment-casting sector as a whole, and does not specify the differences in energy and material flows for different metals. It was assumed that the damaged blade was recycled and used as scrap iron. It was assumed that after laser direct deposition only the repaired portion of the blade was cleaned and finished. Table 4 lists the entries for the LCI of the investment casting process in this study.

4.6. LCA impact assessment/interpretation

The impacts of the process were measured using the IPCC 2007 GWP 100a V1.01 and Cumulative Energy Demand V1.05 method. The IPCC method is a single-issue method that calculates the impacts from CO₂. The cumulative energy demand calculates the total demand from primary energy sources resulting from the production, use and disposal of an economic good (product or service) as suggested by Frischknecht et al. (2007). The total energy use and potential environmental impacts of the process are presented in Fig. 12. Upper and lower bounds were generated based on the laser power ranging from 250 W to 500 W.

An analysis of the impact assessment phase shows that the energy consumption and carbon footprint of using LDD to remanufacture a turbine blade can be significantly less than manufacturing a new blade. The quantity of kg of CO₂ saved is dependent on the amount of material to be repaired. Laser processing is energy intensive and most of the carbon footprint results from the electricity consumption of the laser deposition process. The total energy required for the LDD process was favorable in cases when less than 18% of the total blade volume needs to be repaired. Laser efficiency is continuously improving, thus providing potential for more efficient repairs and cost savings on repair. In the case of investment casting most of the impact was a result of extracting and forming the raw metal ingot. Because the repaired blade is already in its final form the amount of new material is drastically reduced and the CO₂ release resulting from early lifecycle stages is avoided.

There are some other methods such as gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) and plasma transferred arc (PTA) welding that have been used for blade repair. Operating parameters and LCI entries for the GTAW and PTA processes are shown in Table 3. It should be noted that in the PTA process the filler alloy is in powder form, so carbon emission and energy consumption due to powder production need to be considered.

Comparing Table 3, Table 5 and Table 6, it seems that GTAW and PTA processes release slightly more greenhouse gases and consume more energy, when considering the grinding process needed to remove material to generate the requisite shape. However, welding of high strength Ni-base super-alloys suffers from some fatal...
limitations, such as thermal stresses due to huge heat input to the base materials and severe cracking (solidification cracking, grain boundary liquation cracking, and strain age cracking) in the welded layers (Bi and Gasser, 2011; Pinkerton et al., 2008). Therefore, blades repaired via GTAW or PTA do not have the same mechanical strength as new blades or blades repaired via LDD and may have quite limited usable life. From LCA standpoint, this suggests that GTAW or PTA based repair does not offer same “function”, thus using the same functional unit for the three repair technologies cannot be justified. It is important to note the major assumption of this study is performance and lifetime equivalence between the two processes. Even a slight change in turbine efficiency could potentially change the magnitude of the carbon footprint of the processes in very significant ways. Impact categories such as ecotoxicity and carcinogens were calculated, but not presented due to the uncertainty of the data gathered.

5. Conclusions

LDD remanufacturing lends itself to repair “non-repairable” components in an environmentally friendly manner. This method demonstrated the effectiveness of laser direct deposition in remanufacturing and its ability to adapt to a wide range of part defects. This study succeeded in repairing defective voids in two turbine airfoils based on a new semi-automated geometric algorithm using a LDD system. The repaired blade matched the geometry of the original blade with mean accuracy of 0.030 mm. Mechanical testing was performed and found that a LDD repaired sample has good ductility and comparable strength compared to other forms of Nistelle 625 superalloy. A Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) on the energy and environmental impacts showed that LDD is most beneficial with relatively small defects. When the repair volume is 10% (1.56 kg) there is at least a 45% carbon footprint improvement and a 36% savings in total energy over replacing with a new blade.
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